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Clive Stevens - Euronova

From: Clive Stevens - Euronova <clive.stevens@euronova.co.uk>
Sent: 26 March 2015 13:36
To: bristoltreeforum@gmail.com
Subject: Bristol TreeForum - News
Attachments: Bristol University _ New University tree planting project looks set to make Bristol even greener.pdf; TempleGreenways_Survey.pdf

Dear Friend of Bristol’s Trees – five announcements. 
 
1) we are delighted to announce Bristol University’s sponsorship of street trees (replacements and new sites) to the tune of 
£60,000 over the coming three years. See press release for more details. This was brokered by our very own John Tarlton 
who works there. A round of applause for John. Suggestions for sites to cpe-info@bristol.ac.uk . This is the first of our 
“corporate sponsorships” and we shall use this as a pilot plus the setting up the infrastructure ready for other sponsors in 
2016 onwards, so prepare to talk to your bosses! 
 
2) we need you please to comment on the Temple ”Greenways” vision (see attached details of tree forum comments and 
survey monkey link) which is:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/templegreenways but on the whole it needs more 
trees, it is called a greenway! 
 
3) you may have noticed a general election coming up, so we thought it would help some of you tree fanatics to know how 
helpful your current MP has been regarding TreeForum raised issues: So, perhaps controversially, here goes: Kerry McCarthy 
was helpful in raising questions in the House about Ash Die back, thank you Kerry, Charlotte Leslie has, according to 
Stephanie French, been sympathetic to the problems of over development in North Bristol;  very little interaction with Dawn 
Primarolo; I have met with Stephen Williams three times, twice about getting the law changed about Tree Preservation 
Orders and which resulted in no material improvement and once about Community Right to Challenge, specifically 
considering challenging the Council and their maintenance of trees so we should do it ourselves, he was enthusiastic about 
that one. So make of that as you will. 
 
4) lots of work being done in Cabot and Clifton by their tree team and Neighbourhood Partnership lead by Fraser Bridgeford. 
They have £150,000 of developer money (from tree fellings) to put in new trees. If you have any suggestions for sites get in 
touch with me please. 
 
5) a millennium Yew tree (a cutting from 2000 year old tree) and a Dutch Elm resistant English Elm were planted in Cotham 
Gardens, organised by Roger Mortimer and planted by Year 4 of Colston’s Primary School (teacher David Millington), holes 
dug by Skanska. 
 
Thanks and kind regards, send me your tree news – Clive Stevens, Bristol TreeForum 
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